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Bree is a celebrated psychic and medium making 
her mark on the all-things-esoteric world. She’s 
putting the ‘chic’ in psychic and making it more 
accessible to everyone; sharing spiritual 
straight-talk and direct channeled messages from 
light beings on how to unfold potential, 
individually and collectively.
 
Psychic since she was a child and self-help 
industry obsessed as an adult, she has merged 
the two worlds to help others create their own 
slice of heaven.  Bree is teaching people how to 
break through their roadblocks, rearrange the 
mess the ego has made and ultimately, lead with 
the soul.

The depth of her work is unparalleled; single 
sessions equate to years of traditional therapy 
and classes helping people make lifetimes of 
change through concise psychological processes 
+ divine insight. She offers online courses and 
international workshops teaching people how to 
access their own intuitive gifts and reach their 
highest potential by tapping into their soul. Her 
approach is fresh, contemporary, real and raw, 
assisting us in lifting the veil between worlds and 
demystifying the mystical. 



Bree’s wide audience ranges from lawyers to artists, 
celebrities to psychologists, personal coaches, and even 
other psychics. She supports purpose driven individuals who 
are ready to dive deep into self discovery get to the root of 
their constraints and, ultimately, lead with their soul so they 
can live full, expressed, expansive lives. 

The common thread? They’re all people who know they can 
create the highest version of themselves and need a little 
know-how and support to create the abundance and joy that 
is innate and available to us all.

I feel rejuvenated, cleansed, motivated and ready to take on everything 
that lies in front of me after my work with Bree. She has such a gentle 
and comfortable approach and what she provides is extremely helpful 
and like nothing else out there! I’m now on a path of constant growth 
and fulfillment and I have Bree to thank for it! 

Bree helped me see not all profound growth needs to come from great 
pain and helped re-align me with my joy-FULL intended state.  
Everything she said sent a wave of resounding truth through my being 
and I felt a breath of new life move through me. I am forever grateful for 
the day she and her healing gifts came into my life. 

“Having Bree in our space was priceless. She created a 
safe environment to help our members reconnect and 
heighten their spiritual growth making them feel they were 
part of a larger family. Bree was well known at our 
property for being a calm and positive light worker. What 
impressed me most was the gentle leadership and pure 
inner joy that radiated from her during every interaction 
she had with our members.” 



Bree’s work is all about making the esoteric earthy; providing accessible tools and experiences for people to tap 
into the infinite source that’s available to us all. She creates ways for clients, viewers, readers and program 
participants to tune into their own intuitive connection and be their own healer. Workshops and speaking 
engagements can be catered specific themes and desired results. Here’s what her signature programs look like: 

 
Sharing a psychic’s top secret: that everyone is already 
psychic - it just takes some guidance to navigate and hone 
the skills. Psychic Bootcamp supercharges intuition and 
provides tools to become your own oracle. Zero fluff, 100% 
authenticity and empowerment. 

 
AKA: Personal Training For The Soul. A course dedicated to 
activating unlimited potential and changing life-long 
subconscious patterning with psychological formulas, tools, 
concepts, psychological techniques and energetic clearings. 
Bree’s teaching style is to share everything she knows so 
participants become their own healer.

 
A free dose of heaven straight to your inbox through 
connecting with and channeling messages from archangels, 
ascended masters and light beings; from Ganesh to Jesus, 
the Lemurians to Archangel Michael. These messages are 
sent to her subscribers in easy-to-digest, meaningful notes 
as inspiration to access heaven on earth and manifest one’s 
highest visions.

 
Retreats provide an unforgettable pilgrimage for 
participants as they explore themselves and nature, going 
deep within sharing the experience with other like-minded 
souls.  Finding new crevices of heaven all over the globe and 
working with other seasoned pros in the personal growth 
industry, these life-changing retreats expand perspectives 
through a deep dive into the Self.

 
Coaching from your soul. During one-on-one sessions with 
Bree, she connects with clients higher self and spirit guides 
to clarify what their soul is intending to learn and how to 
move through personal life lessons without pain or getting 
stuck. With help from the soul and spirit guides, people are 
able to quickly identify and change deep subconscious 
programs absorbed through childhood, DNA and even past 
lives so life feels more… heavenly.



Here’s a taste of where Bree has offered insight to various online communities and offline experiencves:

SOHO HOUSE - Meditation + Workshop Facilitator
SOHO House is where the creative class converges into a space of swank, inspired luxury. Bree offers unique workshops 
to members on intuition, health + creativity. Past venues: West Hollywood and Malibu.

PETIT ERMITAGE - In-House Spiritual Healer
A members only hub of luxury and bliss, Bree offered meditations and readings for members as the In-House Spiritual 
Healer. 

MOCA - Meditation Leader For Special Events
Hired by MOCA to lead intentional member and guest engagements, Bree facilitates mindful moments of meditation for 
event participants on the art they are surrounded by. 

GIRLVANA YOGA + YAC Guest Youth Teacher + Speaker 
Outreach work for youth and teens supporting them with tools to access creativity, confidence and process family and 
peer stressors. 



Bree offers a perspective on spiritual expansion 
and realizing goals from a soul-based perspective 
to create real change and ignite empowerment. 
And, she makes the whole experience accessible, 
entertaining and a spiritual oasis. Speaking on 
topics about:
Intuition
Empowerment
Wellness
Weight Loss
Changing Beliefs 

Abundance 
Entrepreneurship 
Success 
Conscious Travel 
Love + Soulmates 

Meditation
Law of Attraction 
Stress
Manifesting 
...and more.

Available for:

info@breemelanson.com

https://www.instagram.com/bree_melanson/
https://twitter.com/BreeMelanson
https://www.facebook.com/breemelanson.spiritualmedium/

